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CUT:  
1. n A description of the type of facet. Used to describe the quality of faceting evenness, 
diameter to depth proportions, and diameter to table proportions of a polished gem. 
2. v Meaning faceted. Differentiates a faceted and polished stone from an unworked crystal. 
 

 
 

THE LISTED FACETING CUTS ARE NOT ALL INCLUSIVE 
 

Antique cushion cut:  A gem shape similar to an octagon, but with all curved sides around the 
girdle. 

 
Baguette:  A gemstone cut in the shape of a narrow rectangle. Baguette means "stick" or "rod" 

in French. 
 
Brilliant: 

1. Referring to cut: A type of cut used for certain gemstones, frequently diamonds. It has 56 
facets, 32 facets are above the girdle, 24 are below and is also called a full or modern cut. 
2. Referring to luster: Synonym of adamantine. 

 
Briolette:  A teardrop shaped stone faceted with triangular or rectangular facets. May also be 

called a ‘drop-cut’ 
 
Cabochon:  A gem or stone that has been cut into a shape with a flat bottom and has a highly 

polished, rounded, smooth dome top.  
 
Calibre-cut:  Small stones usually cut in rectangular shapes and faceted in a step cut to fit 

exactly into a setting or against another stone. 
 
Drop cut:  A pear-shaped cut gemstone with triangular facets on top. Also called briolette, is a 

common form for a pendant. 
 
Emerald cut:  Rectangular shaped stone with mitered corners which is elongated and octagonal 
 
European cut:  Also known as the old European cut, is an old, round diamond cut that is similar 

to but less bright than the newer brilliant cut. The European cut has a very small table and 
heavy crown. 
 

Fancy cut:  Are stones are cut in unusual ways. Some fancy cuts include the heart, fan, rivoli, 
trapezium, cathedral window, half-moon (lunette), kite, and triangle. 

 
Fantasy cut:  Is a new way of faceting stones that uses freeform angles - virtually anything goes. 
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Full cut:  A gemstone with 58 facets. 
 
King cut:  A modification of the brilliant cut having 86 facets which is used for large diamonds. 
 
Marquise cut:  A stone cut in an oval with pointed ends or a boat-shaped stone. 
 
Mine cut:  Stones have a cushion-shaped girdle. This type of cut was popular in the late 1800's. 
 
Mixed cut:  A cut where the style of the facets above and below the girdle are different. A 

standard mixed cut is brilliant cut above and step cut below. 
 
Navette cut:  A gemstone shaped like a boat or oval with pointed ends. 
 
Old mine cut:  Refers to a brilliant cut in which the stone is cushion-shaped and has a high 

crown. Early cutting style used on diamonds. Typically mine cut stones lack symmetry and 
good proportions 

 
Pear cut:  Also called a drop cut, is teardrop shaped and often used for pendants, drop earrings, 

rings, and other pieces of jewelry. 
 
Princess cut:   

1. A relatively new diamond cut created in the 1970’s. The cut is sometimes referred to as 
a “square modified brilliant,” as it combines the brilliance of a round cut with an overall 
square or rectangular appearance. Today, the princess cut is the second most popular 
diamond shape, second only to rounds. 

2.  A square-cut stone. This fancy cut is relatively new and is also known as a Quadrillion or 
Squarillion cut. 

 
Princess plus cut:  Also known as “The Brighter Princess Cut,” It was created in 2000 by EFD. It 

has more facets (100-115) than an ordinary princess cut diamond (58-68) and In addition to 
having more facets, the angles at which they are placed further differentiates the 
PrincessPlus diamond from regular princess cuts. These differences enhance the diamond’s 
brilliance, or sparkle. The diamond is technically referred to as a modified princess cut 

 
Quadrillion cut:  A square-cut stone. This fancy cut is relatively new and is also known as a 

Princess or Squarillion cut. 
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Radiant cut:  A method of cutting rectangular stones invented in the 1970's so that they have 
the sparkle of brilliant cut round stones. The shape is a rectangle with the corners clipped 
off - the length : width ratio is usually from 1.5:1 to 1.75:1. This cut has from 58-70 facets: 
The top of the stone is emerald cut with about 25 facets above the girdle, but the bottom of 
the stone has brilliant cut facets with about 36 facets below the girdle. 

 
Rose cut:  Also called the rosette cut for diamonds was invented in the 17th century and its use 

continued until the 18th century. The rose cut has a flat base and triangular facets (usually 
24). This cut wastes little wastage stone, but is not nearly as reflective as the brilliant cut, 
which was invented later. 
 

Round brilliant cut:  A round shaped gem cut having 58 facets, 33 on the crown and 25 on the 
pavilion. 

 
Square cut / squarillion cut:  A square-cut stone. This fancy cut is relatively new and is also 

known as a Princess or Quadrillion cut. 
 

Step cut:  Generally used for colored stones. This cut is rectangular to square and has many 
facets parallel to the edges of the stone. 
 

Trapeze cut:  A gemstone cut into an equilateral triangle with a flat top. 
 
Trillion cut:  A triangular cut based upon a brilliant style cut and not a stepped facet. The 

corners of the triangle are truncated (cut short) and there are a variety of facets, giving this 
cut a sparkling brilliance. 
 

 

 


